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INTRODUCTION:
The synergisms of control andtelecolUMunkation systems have paved the roadtowards increasingly interesting
fields such as teleassistance and telemedicine, and one other inter esting applicationof these technologies may be
in the field of prostheses Nowadays, we are used to high-tech prostheses whose sensor s or microprocessots, on
one hand, enhance the performance of the prosthesis itse/f,, while, on the other, can also cause problems which
requit e the intervention oía specialised technician The numetous benefits pt ovided by telecommunication fot
piosthesis wearers are obvious for those patientswho would othetwise have big problems in getting to the specialised
centers, even just fot a simple check-up It is also important to consider the savings in money and time, since many
patients bear not only travelling expenses, but are sometimes t equit ed to stay for days at a time at the specialised
centets I he ideal solution would be to carry out as many telematic operations as possible thtough audio-videodata connection, which entails a much lower cost and much less inconvenience, evenwhen consideting a trip of
only a few kilometres This ptoject originates from the necessity of 'NAIL, which has numetous centet s smead out
thr oughout the entit e Italian ter I itory, to concenti ate specific technical services in a limited numbel of centet s to

whkh teference is made for each clinical case By going to the closest INAIL Centel, equipped with videocommunication apparatus, the patient will be able to carry out operations that he normally would have had to carry
out at the Prosthesis Center, ranging from the periodic check-up of the condition of the prosthesis, such as: the
status of the batteties, the condition of the cosmetic sleeve, a control of the sensor s and their calibr ation, to more
complex cases of calibration or modifications in the fimction of the pi o sthesis itself, by means of the vatiation of

specific patameter s Even the analysis of the &en omyogt aphie signal can be carried out at a distance, thus
allowing the technical-rehabilitative crew to evaluate various solutions befot e aslcing the patient to rettun to the
Ptosthesis Center
A fundamental partner in this activity is the OttoBock company, who has fully participated in all the objectives

of the project for the putpose of providing both the patient and the orthopaedic technician all the instruments
necessary in order to allow the patient to have increasingly advanced and reliable devices and the technician to
carry out his job more quickly and efficiently Various solutions were examined during the project, all of which were
fully workable with different levels of quality and costs
The only choice made and maintained from the initial phase of the project was that of utilising point to point
connections though digital ISDN telephonic lines In any case, this choice is not binding, although it is highly
advisable, particulatly in view of the fact that this service is available in almost every city, at incteasingly ec,onomk
prices Ihe reliability of this network in comparison to the telephone network and the availability ofa larger band
of tiansmission, allows for an efficient transmission of not only the audio signal, but also the video signal and a data

channel
I he operations of calibration and monitoring made possible locally, by connecting the prosthesis with a PC,
can be cart ied out between two local and remote locations that communicate through the ISDN network
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Fig.. lb Connection diagram between local ano
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Fig. la Control software for prostheses
with microprocessor

POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS FOR VIDEOCOMMUNICATION
The analysis of the problem and the evaluations carried out during its development, have allowed for identifying
two groups of solutions which will be examined further ahead

In any case, problems exist that are common to all the solutions, particular ly in relation to the temporal
synchr onisation of the events between the local and remote locations and the delays caused by the width of the
video signal band to be transmitted In addition, in view of the need to communicate with the prosthesis, a synchronism
is necessary between the images: for example, the hand that moves with the data that are tt ansmitted or x eceived

dining that action This is the only way a diagnosis of the prosthesis itself can be car ied out
The elimination of the video surely simplifies the problem, but in the thirty-year experience of the Pr osthesis
Centel, human contact between the technician and the patient has definitely proven to be one of the mainpi er ogatives
for a coil ect prosthetic treatment and the possibility of seeing each other favours this human approach
The two groups of solutions identified for the problem are illustiated in fig.. 2
The fit st choice that has to be made for video communication is between the "Consumer" type systems, with the
characteristic of iowprices and typically medium-low performance and the "pr ofessional" type systems, characterised
by a better performance and considerably higher costs (in our case, videocon Aethralcits were utilised)

Solutions for videocommunication and teleassistence
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Fig 2 Analysed solutions for video teleassistance
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CONSUMER SOLUTIONS BY MEANS OF APPLICATION SHARING
FOI this group of solutions, the concept of Application Sharing, which consists in the utilisation of an instrument
that allows the operator to act and manipulate on the prosthesis control Software at a distance, takes on fundamental
importance Substantially, the patient who goes to a peripheral center c,onnects his own pr osthesis to a PC containing
the control/monitoring software, which is remotely shared with another PC on which the expert technician, who is
capable of con ectly interpr eting the meaning of the gatheted data, is operating
The expert opetator, fiom the main center, shares this application just as though it were directly present in his

own terminal
Different types of software are presently available that have similar featur es and in this study, it was decided
to use NetMeeting Microsoft, also in view of the fact that it is disttibuted without charge
NetMeeting is a Microsoft program that is very easy to use for video communication which allows comection
fin ough the local network (LAN), via Internet or by directly utilising a modem, If the comection is made thr ough
LAN or Internet, the calls can be carried out by specifying the name of the network or the TCP/IP add' ess of a

specific computer If a connection is made to a computet that cart ies out a USL (User Location Ser ver) via
Internet, it is also possible to call and specify the name of a User in the file managed by the User Location Server
Once the call is made, NetMeeting allows both to dialogue by means of written messages (even with more than one
User at a time) and to share the applications, which is the essential character istic of the teleassistance project
Another important feattu e that this software offer s is the audio-video remote connection with the User, according

to current standards.
This solution requires that the software relative to prosthesis management be distributed to all the peripheral
locations and run locally from the PC, with the patient's prosthesis connected by means of serial gate. The operator,
from the main center, can shate this application just as though it were available on bis own terminal
Therefore, on both sides, the system requir es NetMeeting software and a videocommunication kit' and, on
the user 's side, the addition of the application package relative to the plosthesis worn by the patient
The advantages of this solution are fundamentally linlced to its low cost, since boththe required hardware
and software are products that are easily found at low pi ices in any computer stot e The above solution may
forese,e, as a futther development, prosthesis monitoring directly fi om the home of the patient and no longer in the
center s equipped with sophisticated (and costly) professional systems
The disadvantages of this solution, on the other hand, are due to extremely long delays in results caused by
the lack of hardware codifiets and de-codifier s for video and audio in these video commtmication kits With the
solution that foresees the comection via Internet, it is also important to keep in mind that the TCP/IP protocol does
not guarantee a fixed delay in the transmission ofthe packages, first of all because they aren't transmittedin a group
and therefore art ive at destination with vety differ ent speeds and secondly because the delays depend on the
amount of traffic on the network Another limit regards the cp 'nifty of the picture: such devices guarantee a quality
that is sufficient for seeing a per son, but certainly not sufficient for examining details The suggested window format
for these devices is 160 x 120; when Mel easing in size, the detail of the image worsens Although personal computers
are used daily by an incr easing number of people and their easy utilisation makes them accessible to people who
would have never used them up until a few years ago, there is still a category of elderly people that finds that this
instrument makes everything more complicated
Furthermore, the enormous flexibility representing one of the strong points of the PC, may also turn out to be
the weak point of the solution in the case one desires to usethe computer for other tasks, fiom which the unavoidable
problem of software viruses or instabiliry could arise
For testing, the multi-media Digkom Galileo kit was utilised, consisting in: video camera, headphones and microphone, integrated
with a SoundBlaster 32W cat d
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PROFESSIONAL VIDEOCOMMUNICATION SYSTEMS
The videocommunication apparatus utilised in the tests are systems manufactured by the AEIHRA company
in Ancona (Italy), a European and world-wide Leader as far as systems of videocommturication and teleconferences
are concerned Solutions are possible for various operative requir ements (Fig 3a, 3b, 3c) which utilise from the
simple but pr actical video telephone for instalment at the patient's home, to the more sophisticated systems of
videoconfer ence, for use by businesses

Fig. 3a Videocom system PC based

Fig. 3b High quality video conf system

Fig. 3e Videoteleph one

In this analysis, the PC Based systems will be considered, i e those consisting in a PC with a HVV dedicated
to systems based on videotelephones
By adopting these types of solutions, one may benefit fi om a complete system consisting in hardware and
software the allow for management of remote connection via ISDN network Typically, these kinds of systems
include a PC card that encodes and decodes the audio video signal, also permitting the utilisation of px ofessional
monitor s and video cameras for those cases where high quality is requir ed Ihe systems are capable of utilising 1
to 3 digital lines, associated in such a way as to have a useful transmission band up to 384Kbit/sec One impoitant
characteristic of the system is the availability of a remote serial, called Com6, which allows to receive and transmit

the data without having the serial gate physically present on the PC, although present on the remote video
communication apparatus to which one is connected Thanks to a low-level software interface, the data transiting
on a physical serial (coml or com2) are transferred to the data channel of the ISDN network and, vice-versa, the
ones air iving from the network are directed to the PC bus as though they were being received liorna physical
serial In a totally transparent manner, the expert operator who has the task of tuning up the piosthems, selects a
remote serial (com6) by means of the options provided by the prosthesis management software and elaboiates the
signals of the remote patient's prosthesis just as though they wer e directly cormected to a serial gate of his PC For
this additional serial gate (defined as a r emote or virtual serial) provided by the software application, the characteristics

of the communication pr otocol, such as the speed of transmission, the start and stop bits, the equahty bits, etc ,
may be fixed
This type of solution avoids the network tr ansportation of video maps which characterise Application Sharm&
a
thus limiting the flow of data from and to the prosthesis, which, in the wor st of cases, is 19200 wlule obtauung
distinct improvement in the speed and quality of the image and a dr astic decrease in the delays between the aucho

visual reception and the data relative to the pr osthesis
Iwo PCs are pr esent in this solution: one at the patient's home and oneused by the technician who manages
the video communication and the data transfer and elaboration
the
The software layer (Caronte vxd) delegated to detecting the data of the physical serial connected to
at the
osthesis for transfer on the ISDN network, and the r elative PC with the video communication appaiatus
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patient's home, maybe replaced by a special video telephone which is entirely and automatically occupied with the
management of the data channel, with the same featur es of the Car onte application In this case, the apparatus
found at the patient's home consists in a video telephone that can also be used as a normal telephone and which is
no doubt more useful for people that aren't familiar withcomputer systems Ihe onlyilaw in this solution is the high
cost of these devices when compared to a normal telephone
In the hypothesis of the use of a PC and a videotelephone, two alternative software solutions have been
developed for the purpose of making the system more flexible In fact, with the previous structur e (Fig., 4a), a
software layer exists that provides access to the com6 serial (Addcom6) at an operative system level, although, in
turn, the prosthesis softwar e application must foresee a com6 serial gate in its configuration options in order to be
able to activate the teleassistance This forces the producers of prostheses to have to modify the existing software,
aheady distributed Ihe reason for this is that the PC managing the videocommunication is the same one working
One solution to the pr oblem (Fig.. 4b) may be to separate the two functions of
with the prosthesis software
prosthesis management and videoconferenc,e/data transmission, by leaving an application called "Transparent" on
fiomthe com6
the PC delegated to the videocommunication carrying out the function of recopying the data arriving
virtual serial to a physical serial of the same PC: coml or com2 At this point, the physical serial can be connected
to the physical serial of the PC in which the prosthesis management software is installed
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Fig 4a Solution with AddComm6 software

Fig.. 4b Solution with Tr aspar ent software

As described in the following Table, by using a second PC, the same software can be utilised without any
modifications

Remote Connection
Application

Local Hardward Required

Transparent

2 PCs with Pentiutn 133 Mhz OT more,
one of which equipped with Aethra kit

AddCourß

1 PC with Pentium 133 Mhz or more,
equipped with Aethra kit

Necessary Software
Modifications
None
An additional serial gate

is necessary: Com6

As a last solution, one could foresee the connection of two videotelephones that carry out all the functions of
videocommunication and opening of the data charnels for the virtual serial With such a solution, however, the
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problem r emains that no intervention on the communication protocol is allowed and therefore
it is impossible to
carry out an optimal synchr onisation of the video with the data

RESULTS AND FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS
Ihe various teleassistance systems based on professional equipment or on typically "low cost" equipment,
vvith different solutions, have surely proven to be capable of carrying out an important role in the remote management
of myoelectric piostheses
The following Table lists the essential informationconcerning the various solutions, including economical

aspects Each solution tequires the identification of certain hardware and software iequilements for the local
system and remote system and emphasise should be made that one absolutely pr efex able solution does not exist- in

fact, the choice is based on a compromise between performance, costs and the typology of the patient For
example, in the case a choice must be made for an eldetly patient, at home, who is not at all inteiested in puichasing
a PC, the solution with the Maya telephone is surely the best, even though the costs are still fairly high

ADOPTED SOLUTION

COST

NOTES

Low cost PC-based system

LOW

Ideal for patients having good familiarity with
computers

MEDIUM

Ideal foi Assistance Centets

Pr ofessional system with HW

PC (SDV8000) 128 KB

Professional system with MAYA
HIGH
128KB videotelephone

Ideal for elderly patients or other people
with very little familiarity with computers

The tests wer e cariied out by connecting both an Inail center with the Prosthesis Center and thePI osthesis
Center with the OttoBock Austria headquarteis in Vienna, Austria Duting these experiments, a test of the sensors
installed on the SensotHand and their calibration was cariied out Vetificationwas also made of the possibility of
remotely diagnosing malfunctions due to the batteties or to a bad electiode contact Another very interestuig test,
giving tiuly excellent results, was relative to an electromyogiaphic examination of the patient at a distance
One other important field in which this system could be extended is that of electronic wheelchairs, which may
undei go functionality tests by means of special dedicated switchboards or software that can be personalised as far
as maximum speed and acceleration, etc are concerned In this case too, teleassistance will make it possible to
solve some of the wheelchair problems directly at the patient's home and offer hima series of additional services to
make its utilisation and management more simple Just think how much it would cost to ship an entire wheelchair
in compatison to r eplacing only the bioken part that has been identified by means of t emote connection
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